This paper presents a pixel-based hierarchical geostatistical modeling of submarine fan turbidite sandstone deposits in Tajin and Agua Fria fields of Chicontepec basin in the Gulf of Mexico. Methods are discussed for identifying and dividing the stack of heterogeneous siliciclastic sediments in these fields, using sequence stratigraphy, petrophysical well log characteristics, geological facies model and 3D seismic data.
Introduction
There has been a great interest in the industry in the past decade to use multi-disciplinary geostatistical techniques for integrated reservoir characterization in various types of reservoir depositional environments [1] [2] [3] . Research in industry and academia is making advances in better utilization of seismic data for generating interwell data and information in reservoir areas where well data is non-existent
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. Although seismic does not have the vertical resolution of well logs, its areal sampling coverage is dense, providing some details of reservoir unreachable by wells.
In the past several years, we have embarked on developing technology to integrate geological, geophysical and reservoir engineering information for reservoir management and field development of Chicontepec fields. It is recognized that development of an integrated geostatistical methodology, verified by field data, will be an appropriate approach for this purpose. As a case study, Tajin field and nearby Agua Fria and Coapechaca fields are selected for the development and benchmarking of this technology to be expanded later to other fields in this basin. Results of our initial work are documented in previous publications [7] [8] . Chicontepec basin, with a giant field area of 123 km in length and 25 km in width, has been formed by a complex system of submarine fan and turbidite sediments deposited in an eroded deep-water canyon originally formed in the Gulf of Mexico. The first field in the basin was discovered in 1931 and commercial production commenced in 1952.
The Chicontepec reservoirs consist of Upper Paleocene-Lower Eocene alternating sandstone and shale bodies. These bodies do not present a continuous laminar extension throughout the field, and a wide variation in clay-shale content is recognized. It is crucial to improve reservoir characterization; especially distribution of sand-shale bodies and their pay connectivity, in order to optimize filed development planning and management of the Chicontepec reservoirs.
Geostatistical techniques can be categorized in two types: pixel-based and object-based methods. Pixel-based methods are largely used to characterize reservoir parameters and structures, but they are not designed to explicitly reproduce geometric shapes as their final goal. Object-based methods are suitable to represent geological features with certain geometric attributes, provided that adequate data on the geometry of geological features such as channels and turbidite
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The pixel-based approaches offer generality and can often generate results resembling actual geology of fluvial and turbidite deposits 9 . This paper provides a comprehensive and integrated pixel-based geostatistical methodology for reservoir property distributions of V sh , facies, effective and total porosity, water saturation and permeability in Tajin and Agua Fria fields. Geological, petrophysical and seismic attribute and horizon data are integrated within the framework of pixel-based geostatistics to generate 3D property distributions. Sand body continuity and pay sand connectivity are assessed by identifying connected low shale volume content areas (i.e., V sh <0.4), which also meet pay cutoff criteria. It is found that upper Tajin and Agua Fria deposits are predominantly good quality turbidite channel type sands of limited lateral extent, while those of lower Tajin and Agua Fria are lower quality sheet like sands due to secondary diagenesis and cementation.
Geological Description Regional Geologic Setting
The Paleogene Chicontepec Basin is located between the Sierra Madre Oriental and the Golden Lane Platform, extending northwest-southeast along the Gulf Coast in Mexico. The main reservoir rock of the basin is submarine fan turbidite sandstone derived from the Sierra Madre Oriental to the west of the basin. Previous sedimentological studies 10 demonstrate that there were multiple sediment supply systems forming submarine fans along the western margin of the Chicontepec Basin (Fig. 1) .
The Tajin, Coapechaca and Agua Fria oil fields are situated in the southern part of the basin to the west of Poza Rica, Veracruz. According to the previous studies, these fields are located in the depositional area of one of the submarine fans along the basin margin. In these oil fields, 184 wells have been drilled (111 in Tajin, 3 in Coapechaca, and 70 in Agua Fria) and 3D seismic data have been acquired, covering a large portion of these oil fields but not necessarily coinciding with the entire well coverage areas (Fig. 2) . In this study, we utilized well-log and core data derived from the wells and the 3-D seismic data for the geological, petrophysical and geostatistical analyses.
Sequence Stratigraphy
We conducted geological/sedimentological analyses based on the concept of sequence stratigraphy for the purpose of stratigraphic division and facies distribution modeling. Depositional sequences were recognized on well logs and seismic sections on the basis of sequence stratigraphic depositional models. Fig. 3 shows the result of sequence stratigraphic division in the Tajin, Coapechaca and Agua Fria fields. The reservoir unit in these fields is divided into twelve depositional sequences; these are, Sequence AF100 , AF85,  TAJ100, TAJ85, TAJ60, AF70-TAJ50, AF60-TAJ40, AF58-TAJ20, AF52, AF50, AF30 and AF10 in stratigraphic ascending order (Fig. 3) . Sequence AF100 and AF85 horizons are absent in the Tajin field because they were eroded away after deposition. Sequence TAJ100, TAJ85 and TAJ60 horizons are absent in the Agua Fria area because of no deposition due to bypassing of sediments. Sequence AF52 horizon and the uppermost part of Sequence AF58-TAJ20 are absent in the Tajin field because they were eroded away after deposition (Figs. 3 and 4) .
Three important sequence stratigraphic surfaces of SB, MCS and TS within each depositional sequence were recognized. SB (Sequence Boundary) is the boundary between two vertically stacked depositional sequences. MCS (Minor Condensed Section) is a muddiest horizon in LST (Lowstand Systems Tract). TS (Transgressive Surface) is a boundary between LST and TST (Transgressive Systems Tract) of a depositional sequence (Fig. 3) .
Facies Classification
Facies were classified and divided based on log facies analysis and additional core descriptions. Log facies were classified mainly based on log patterns of gamma ray, resistivity and neutron-density logs, and then they were correlated to core facies in order to determine the lithology and intrinsic sedimentary facies. As a result, four major turbidite facies were recognized; these are SA, NA, MA and M. Facies SA consists of sandstone and sand-rich alternating beds of sandstone and shale, which are regarded as highdensity turbidites. Upper fan, mid fan or distributary channel of a sandy radial fan, or a channel of a channel-levee system is inferred as a sedimentary environment. Facies NA includes normal alternating beds of sandstone and shale, and is regarded as low-density turbidites. Mid fan of a sandy radial fan or levee of a channel-levee system is inferred as a sedimentary environment. Facies MA consists of shale-rich alternating beds of sandstone and shale, and is also regarded as low-density turbidites. Lower fan of a sandy radial fan or levee of a channel-levee system is estimated as a sedimentary environment. Facies M is mainly shale including slump sediments, which was deposited in a slope or basin floor environment.
The results of petrographic analyses indicate that Facies NA and a part of Facies SA and MA tend to show promising reservoir quality.
Depositional Model
Facies distribution maps of the Tajin and Agua Fria fields were created for each subsequence unit (SB-MCS, MCS-TS and TS-SB) by first plotting facies determined on well logs on a well-by-well basis and then estimating their distribution. Depositional systems, such as channels and lobes, were interpreted on the basis of the estimated facies distribution. In addition to the well-log facies plotting, seismic facies of 3D seismic data were used for estimating distributions of depositional systems for all 3D seismic areas. Seismic facies were categorized and mapped for each depositional sequence unit using Paradigm Geophysical software "Stratimagic". Lastly, depositional models were constructed on the basis of the well-log-based facies distribution maps and the seismic facies maps.
Based on the interpreted maps, it is inferred that the western part of Tajin and Agua Fria fields corresponds to the slope adjacent to the western margin of the basin, whereas the eastern part is thought to be the central axis of the trough. Mostly clastics were supplied from the west or southwest through channels or depositional lobes of submarine fans (Fig.  6) . In Sequence AF85, TAJ100 and TAJ85, distribution of turbidite sandstone tends to be sheet-like, whereas channellevee type distribution patterns predominate in Sequence  TAJ60, AF70-TAJ50, AF60-TAJ40, AF58-TAJ20, AF30 and  AF10 .
Diagenesis and Property Alteration
Petrographic analysis was conducted to evaluate diagenetic factors controlling reservoir properties of the Chicontepec turbidites. First, cement and pore types of the turbidite sandstones were described using thin sections derived from selected wells. Based on the occurrence patterns of cement and pore types, diagenetic history for the Chicontepec turbidites was reconstructed. After deposition, the Chicontepec turbidites were buried approximately 1,000m deep. As the burial depth increased, quartz and calcite cement filled the original pores of sandstones, resulting in reduction of porosity. Then, unsaturated water dissolved calcite cement during uplift in the middle to late stage of diagenesis, resulting in recovery and enhancement of porosity.
Next, the distributions of cementation and dissolution were mapped by plotting the results of thin section descriptions for each subsequence unit. The results indicate that the lower part of the Chicontepec turbidite sequences tends to be highly cemented with exceptions of partly dissolved areas, whereas cementation intensity is low and dissolution is prominent in the upper part. Comparisons of the cement/dissolution maps with the facies maps reveal that the lower part is characterized by patch-like complex cementation patterns without controls of sheet-like facies distributions, whereas the cementation and dissolution tend to be clearly controlled by channel-like facies distribution patterns in the upper part.
Petrophysical Analysis V sh from Logs
Well log data from nearly all 184 wells in the study area were environmentally corrected and depth shifted at sampling interval of 0.25 m. The GR curve of each well had its own sand and shale lines, necessitating determination of individual well GR limiting values and normalization to an equal scale.
The calculation of shale volume, V sh , was done mainly by using the normalized GR curves and standard petrophysical algorithms 11 . When a GR curve was poor, V sh was calculated based on the normalized RHOB -PHIN or RHOB -DT difference. For these calculations: minimum GR recording for clean sand = 30 API, maximum GR recording for clean shale = 90 API, apparent shale neutron porosity = 0.320, apparent shale sonic porosity = 0.314, apparent shale density porosity = 0.107. A crossplot of GR readings vs computed V sh indicated that V sh <0.4 largely corresponds to facies SA+NA, and hence is used as a cutoff criterion for sand definition. V sh >0.6 represents shale, and 0.4<V sh <0.6 indicates shaley sand.
Porosity Model
Total porosity φ T , a combination of volume-weighted sand and shale porosities, is computed from sonic, neutron and density logs at 0.25 m resolution (about 1 ft) by standard petrophysical methods. An average of calcite and quartz theoretical readings are used in these calculations; namely: matrix travel time of 52 msec/ft, the neutron porosity index of 2 % lower than clean quartz, and matrix density of 2.68 g/cc. The minimum porosity value is kept at 2%, consistent with core measurement and independent of tool selection. The best porosity value among these methods is the one requiring least manipulations to original logs. The corresponding φ sh values in sonic, neutron and density log calculations are 0.314, 0.312, 0.107, respectively.
Two models of laminated shale and dispersed shale are applied for the calculation of φ e from φ T , depending on the facies types (Fig. 7) . The laminated shale model considers more distinct alternating multilayer sandwiched beds of shale and sand for Facies SA and NA. Dispersed model applies to Facies MA and M, because the sands in these facies are so thinly bedded that they behave like dispersed sands within a shale environment:
In comparing log data with core data, it would be necessary to convert core-scale data to log-scale because the resolution of cores and logs are 2 in and 20 in, respectively, an order of magnitude different. This is done by using φ log-scale = NTG * φ core-scale , and noting that NTG = 1 -V sh for SA and NA, and NTG=1 for MA and M facies. The same concept also applies to permeability. A crossplot of predicted porosity from log vs. core is shown in Fig. 8 .
Permeability Model
A comprehensive log-based permeability prediction model is developed for the fields of Tajin and Agua Fria as a function of six parameters.
These include three log-derived petrophysical properties of φ e , V sh , S w ; geological facies classification, sub-sequence intervals within stratigraphic sequences, and four compartments of upper-lower Tajin and upper-lower Agua Fria. The permeability model, however, is not based on individual sequence intervals.
The non-parametric Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) algorithm 12 is used to develop correlation functions between core permeability and the above six independent parameters. The ACE method extracts intrinsic relationships between the dependent and a series of independent variables without assuming a-priori regression model form. Fig. 9 compares permeability predicted by the ACE method vs. core permeability. The resulting correlation coefficient of Fig. 9 is about 95%, indicating a good permeability prediction model. High permeability streaks (largely in upper Agua Fria and Tajin) are predicted well, and the low permeability zones (mainly in diagenetically cemented lower Tajin) are predicted with a lesser accuracy.
Sensitivity studies of permeability prediction as a combination of various independent parameters show that porosity and sub-sequences are the most significant factors. Division of the fields into four compartments is important. Inclusion of S w and V sh are relatively important, while facies classification does not contribute much to the model.
Geophysical Analysis Seismic Horizon Picking
Major horizons corresponding to sequence boundaries were picked, and subsequently were refined through an iterative approach by matching them to well marker depth data. Depth conversion was achieved using an improved seismic velocity cube. The seismic horizon picking was performed every 10 lines and every 10 traces, guided by geologic sequence stratigraphic definitions. Because of limited seismic (roughly, +/-25 m), it was not possible to pick sub-sequence surfaces of TS and MCS from the seismic signature.
Seismic Attribute Extraction
Nine seismic attributes were extracted only at the scale of sequence intervals because of limitations in seismic resolution to define finer sub-interval layering. These attributes are classified into three groups; amplitude statistics, complex statistics and sequence statistics. The amplitude statistics group includes: average absolute amplitude, average peak amplitude, RMS amplitude, total absolute amplitude and total amplitude. The complex trace statistics consists of average reflection strength, average instantaneous frequency and average instantaneous phase. Only energy-half time attribute is included in the sequence statistics class. Reliable seismic inversion is not available for useful impedance attribute.
Correlation of Attribute with Petrophysics
The ACE algorithm is used to develop correlation functions between sequence interval seismic attributes and averaged V sh (in Tajin field) and φ T (in Agua Fria field) from well data. We used φ T in Agua Fria field because the deposits in this field are more thinly laminated, and theoretical considerations indicate that φ T would better relate well data to seismic response.
Theoretically, the independent variables of seismic attributes should have no correlation among each other for the ACE algorithm to apply. This is not the case for all nine seismic attributes because some of them have been obtained by certain mathematical manipulations from other attributes. Principal component analysis was performed on attribute data to transform them to a set of nine orthogonal principal components. The ACE algorithm was subsequently applied to these independent principal components, and correlations between seismic attributes and averaged petrophysical well data of V sh and φ T were developed. Fig. 10 compares the predicted V sh from seismic attributes with average V sh from well data for five sequence intervals of TAJ-SQ40 to TAJ-SQ100.
The y-axis represents V sh calculated from the correlation functions built by the ACE algorithm. The overall correlation coefficient in Fig. 10 is 0.905, noting that a correlation coefficient of unity indicate perfect prediction of V sh by seismic. Fig. 11 is for φ T in Agua Fria field, with a correlation coefficient of 0.804.
Integrated Geostatistical Reservoir Characterization
In this section we discuss pixel-based geostatistical techniques for 3D property modeling in the study area of Fig. 2 . The reservoir model covers an area of 6,250 m by 20,000 m.
Reservoir Framework Construction
The first step in building a geostatistical reservoir model is to construct a large-scale reservoir framework by imposing firstlevel geological controls on the reservoir architectural structure. The large-scale reservoir framework is primarily built on the sequence stratigraphy of the turbidite sand deposit systems, seismic horizon picks and well marker data. The goal is to mathematically describe the comprising sequence and sub-sequence surfaces, upon which subsequent detailed geological information is incorporated Sequence Boundary Surfaces. The sequence boundaries have been identified from well logs and seismic horizon picking, representing two different scales. The resolution of seismic horizon definition is around 20-30 m and that of well logs is about 1-2 m. Also, the two data types cover different areas of the fields with some common regions between the two of them, as seen in Fig. 2 . Therefore, sequence boundary surfaces generated from either set of data "alone" will only be extrapolations in regions where data control from the other source type does not exist. Standard integration techniques of cokriging or collocated cokriging 1, 14 will not apply adequately. The following approach for the integration of partially overlapping well and seismic data types is offered.
Seismic and well data are combined into a single collective data set for each sequence, and fitted to a surface. The fitting is done by the Discrete Smooth Interpolation (DSI) technique 13 used in the geological and reservoir modeling software GOCAD. The fitted surface is subsequently reinterpolated to more closely match the well marker data because of the scale difference between well and seismic information. This method has the advantage that it captures inherent trends in both seismic and well data everywhere.
After generating the sequence boundary surfaces, the thickness of sequence intervals is calculated and the inconsistent and overlapping surfaces are truncated or eroded based on geological information. For Tajin field, the surfaces in the lower Tajin are truncated against TAJ-SB100, which closely approximates the limiting wall of the Tajin canal. Fig.  12 shows an example of some of the surfaces generated.
Sub-Sequence Boundary Surfaces. At a second level of sequence stratigraphy, data corresponding to TS and MCS events within each main sequence interval are used to impose additional geological control on the construction of reservoir framework. The resolution of seismic is too low to define the TS and MCS horizons within the sequence intervals, thus only well data is used to identify TS and MCS subsequences.
Surfaces TS and MCS surfaces are separately created from the corresponding well marker data. These surfaces are carefully constrained by the corresponding upper and lower sequence boundaries, SB. Overlapping is eliminated by truncation on the MCS surface. For Tajin field, if the lower SB of a sequence interval itself is already truncated against the Tajin canal base, the MCS and TS surfaces are also truncated against the canal base. In this fashion, some control from seismic through the SB surfaces is also imposed into the process of building the TS and MCS surfaces.
Stratigraphic Gridding. The definition of stratigraphic grids (s-grid) follows the conceptual geological model as closely as possible. It includes truncation of surfaces and erosional events as dictated by geology. Calculations of variograms and geostatistical conditional simulations are conducted in s-grid in order to preserve geology and honor correlation structure of various depositional events.
The layout of geostatistical model for the study area is shown In Fig. 13 , represented by 125 x 400 grid cells in the normalized transformed u,v coordinate system (n u =125, n v =400). The zero-degree azimuth refers to N-S direction and 90-degree azimuth is in the E-W direction. The Tajin field model is represented by 117 x 215 grid cells (n u =117, n v =215). Cell dimension is 50m x 50m, so there are approximately 8 cells between a well pair distance. Large variations in interwell heterogeneity characteristics of discontinuous turbidite clastic deposits necessitate such refined griding.
In the vertical direction and in the transformed normalized coordinate system of w, a variable griding system is used for each interval and sub-intervals at the scale of 0.5m to 1 m. This refined definition is also necessary to capture highly variable thin sand/shale laminations of turbidite deposits that are identified at the log scale. On average, at least 100 cells are used vertically for each sequence interval.
There are two main models of proportion and erosion for generating s-grid in the vertical direction. From the geological knowledge of deposition system in Tajin, the proportion model applies to the lower Tajin sequences. The erosion model is suitable for TAJ-SQ20 and TAJ-SQ40, where turbidite channel deposits or eroded surfaces are expected above TAJ-SB50. We consider that erosion mostly occurs at sequence boundaries. An example of s-grid for TAJ-SQ40 is shown in Fig. 14 . S-grids inside the lower subsequence interval are by erosion model parallel to the top surface MCS, and those inside the upper interval are modeled as parallel to the base surface TS. Therefore, s-grids for the middle interval TS-MCS are of proportion type.
Integrating Data Scales
There are three sources of static data in the study area from seismic, geological layering and petrophysics. The seismic attribute information is an average over a stratigraphic sequence interval, representing a vertical scale of roughly around 100m. The data is, however, densely sampled laterally, each measurement representing a 25m x 25m local area. The geological sub-layer information comes from well markers and geological insight as to the occurrence of TS and MCS surfaces. These layers are defined at the scale of about 30 m. Finally, fine-scale petrophysical information from logs along wells is available at the scale of 0.25 m.
Several techniques (cokriging, collocated cokriging, Markov-Bayes, Bayesian inference, trend modeling, etc.) 14 exist for integrating data scales and data types. In this study in addition to 3D hard well data and 2D soft seismic information for each sequence interval, we also have sub-sequence TS and MCS geological layering data. Two methods of block kriging and trend model are presented to integrate available well data, geological layers and coarse-scale seismic data. In both methods the integration would require three steps: i) modeling properties at sequence interval-scale, ii) decomposing sequence-scale into geologically-based sub-sequence scale (layers), iii) and down-scaling layer-averaged information to log-scale property distributions.
Modeling Properties in Tajin Field
V sh Distributions. First V sh distributions at stratigraphic sequence-scale are constructed for all sequence intervals: 1. Interpolate the seismic data to every cell of the 2D grid which has the same XY dimensions as the final s-grid. Convert attributes at X,Y to principal components and use the correlations developed from seismic-petrophysics to compute seismic-derived V sh at each s-grid 2D node. 2. Average V sh along wellbores for the whole sequence interval. Perform collocated cokriging to integrate seismic and obtain average V sh map for the sequence interval. Some edge effects due to limited coverage of seismic data in the southeast part of the grid may result.
Block Kriging Approach. Use block kriging to decompose sequence-scale average V sh values to both sub-sequence scale and further to log-scale within each sub-sequence scale. This is a reasonable approach because an averaged V sh value for a sequence interval at a given location can be viewed as a block data. This in turn would constrain averaged information when determining individual sub-layer, and subsequently log-scale V sh values at that location. The downscaling procedure continues from Step 2 as follows: 3. Average V sh along wellbore for each sub-sequence layers of SB-TS, TS-MCS, MCS-SB. Perform block kriging of these averaged well data with the map of Step 2 to obtain average V sh map for each sub-sequence layer. There is an implicit assumption of vertical stationarity in this step. 4. For each sub-sequence layer, perform sequential Gaussian simulations sGsim with block kriging of well data using results of Step 3. This gives 3D distribution of V sh within each sub-sequence layer.
Trend Model Approach. By necessity all (geo)statistical models assume stationarity, and the trend model "relaxes" the assumption as much as possible. Dividing a sequence interval into its sub-sequence layers already provides a better control in capturing major geologic trends. We expect the trend method to produce reliable results because each sub-sequence should geologically be of similar sediment deposit characteristics over the field but the exact content of V sh in each sub-sequence would differ areally.
The vertical V sh trend is considered to be representative of the entire area of interest, and globally this trend is honored. Locally, this trend is informed by the areal trend of V sh within the sub-sequences derived from available seismic and well information. The areal trend captures changes in the V sh trend over all distances. It is also quite reasonable to assume that the vertical V sh trend at smaller scale for each subsequence is also constant over the area.
The procedure of constructing V sh distributions for each sub-sequence l at location ij, where ij is the index of lateral grid cells in the geostatistical model and l =1, 2, 3 (i.e., upper, middle, bottom) is as follows, starting from Step 2 above: average by thickness weighted averaging of sub-sequence global averages. This step introduces to each cell location ij geological trends of a sequence observed from well data. 4. Integrate seismic information by scaling sub-sequence local average V sh to introduce both seismic and geological trend information:
where, ) ij ( V s sh is the sequence interval average V sh derived from seismic data by collocated cokriging of Step 2. We have found that with inappropriate geological s-grids the experimental variograms quickly degenerate and become unstable. Also, when subsequences are combined, the sequence-scale variograms show significant nugget effects and nested structures, as seen in Fig.  15 for TAJ-SQ85. This figure indicates areal anisotropy. Table 2 shows that larger correlation ranges occur along the v-axis (roughly SE direction) for lower Tajin sequences, and that the pattern is reversed for upper Tajin sequences. These results are consistent with geological depositional settings that indicate high lateral sediment supply in the NE direction in lower Tajin for quick fill-up of the Tajin trough and subsequent migration of sediment flow in the SE-NW direction. For upper Tajin, the sediment supply is generally low and deposits tend to be aligned with the sediment supply route in the NE-SW direction, resulting in longer correlation lengths in that direction. Topographical variations and prior sedimentation add additional complexity to the interpretations of variograms. Other findings of these variograms are: i) The first short range correlation structure of the vertical variogram model represents variability at the sand-shale lamination scale (in the order of 1-2 meters). The second long-range structure components with correlation ranges of 10-15 meter reflect variability at facies level.
ii) The anisotropy ratio of horizontal variograms varies between 1 and 3, indicating that these variograms do not greatly influence geometry of the modeled sand bodies. iii) The correlation ranges are usually less than 1000 m, indicating that spatial correlation structure is restricted at most to 2-3 times of a well pair distance (about 400 m). iv) The correlation ranges for upper Tajin are generally smaller than those of lower Tajin, suggesting more discontinuous sand body deposits in upper Tajin Maps of average V sh distributions for sub-sequence layers in TAJ-SQ40 are shown in Figs. 16. We note that the block kriging method generates distributions of averaged V sh in regions beyond lateral correlation ranges that are essentially the same for all three sub-sequent layers. Thus block kriging cannot decompose sequence-scale V sh into its sub-sequence scale components at distances beyond the correlation range of variograms (i.e., sufficiently away wells). The trend model, however, can accomplish this decomposition provided that the same averaged trends apply in non-drilled areas.
Facies Distributions. 3D facies distributions conditioned to seismic data are constructed from V sh distributions and V shfacies calibration data. The calibration is obtained from well data by corresponding probability of each facies to a given V sh value. These facies probabilities are "prior" probabilities, which are updated to "posterior" probabilities. The posterior facies probabilities can guide the identification of sand bodies even in areas away from the well control influence where only seismic information is available. Fig. 17 shows an example of the calibration curve for the lower sub-sequence interval of TAJ-SQ40.
Sequential indicator kriging with locally varying mean (SISim-LVM) is used to update "prior" probabilities and generate multiple realizations of facies distributions. Prior facies probabilities are treated as local mean data, which vary spatially.
Posterior facies probability distributions are computed from results of multiple realizations of SISim-LVM at each cell (ijk) by dividing the number of occurrences of each facies at that location by the total number of realizations. Fig. 18 shows cross sectional distributions of posterior probabilities of Facies M and Facies SA+NA for TAJ-SQ40. It is seen that Facies M (shale) largely occurs in the upper subsequence interval and that the sandy Facies SA+NA occurs in the lower sub-sequence.
Effective Porosity Distribution. Multiple realizations of φ e distributions conditioned to V sh distributions, as soft data, are created for each facies class. The method of Sequential Gaussian Simulation (sGsim) collocated with V sh is used. The required correlation coefficients between φ e and V sh are constructed from well data, ranging from -0.3 to -0.7 and generally improving from lower deposits to upper deposits (for example for TAJ-SQ20, the correlation coefficients vary from -0.6 to -0.7, while those of TAJ-SQ100 range from -0.3 to -0.4, largely due to digenesis and cementation). Fig. 19 shows a typical variograms of normal score φ e within Facies SA+NA in the lower sub-sequence of TAJ-SQ40.
Water Saturation Distributions. Connate water saturation distributions are constructed by conditional sGsim collocated with φ e , as soft information. Since porosity is constrained by facies and facies are in turn constrained by V sh , (hence, seismic), hierarchical controls on S w distributions are imposed. This operation proceeds by generating one realization at a time for each of V sh , facies, φ e and S w parameters.
Permeability
Distributions. An elaborate permeability prediction model was presented in the petrophysical analysis section. This model is a function of field compartments, subsequence intervals, φ e , V sh , S w . and facies. Permeability values at each geostatistical cell are computed in a deterministic way from the permeability prediction model, using their φ e , V sh , S w , facies, and knowledge of cell location within a field compartment and sub-sequence interval. In this way, higher geological and engineering controls on permeability distributions are exerted.
Modeling Agua Fria Field Properties
The general procedure for 3D modeling of properties in Agua Fria is similar to Tajin field, except that first distributions of φ T constrained to seismic are obtained and used to construct φ e and facies. Major steps are as follows: 1. Interpolate the seismic data to every cell of the 2D grid, which has the same X-Y dimensions as the final s-grid. Convert attributes at X,Y to principal components and use the correlations developed from seismic-petrophysics to compute seismic-derived φ T at each s-grid cell node.
2. Average φ T along wellbores for each sequence interval, and perform collocated cokriging of well data with results of
Step 1 to integrate seismic and obtain 2D averaged φ T maps for sequence intervals.
3. Average φ T along wellbore for each sub-sequence zone of SB-TS, TS-MCS, MCS-SB. Because there are severe truncation of surfaces and drastic changes in the thickness of sub-sequences in Agua Fria, block kriging is not suitable because of vertical nonstationarity. We devised a thickness-weighted porosity calculation scheme in order for averaged porosity of subsequence y)
, where w is weight factor. 5. Perform P-field simulation to obtain distribution of φ e , using the information content of the scatter plot between φ T and φ e from well data, as shown in Fig. 20 . 17 is constructed from well data for each sub-sequence layer, and is cumulated by nesting the facies according to geological ordering occurrence of facies (Fig. 21) . Second, at a location along wellbore compute midpoint cdf value from Fig. 21 using V sh and facies information at that location (call this F). Third, perform sGsim of F conditioned to well F data and obtain distributions of F in the reservoir. Finally, back calculate facies type from the knowledge of simulated F and V sh at cell ijk in connection with Fig. 21 .
Comparison with Deterministic Geological Models
Geostatistically generated V sh distributions in the fields of study area are analyzed for patterns of sand distribution and are compared with deterministically mapped distributions of facies from geology on the basis that facies SA+NA are sandier and that facies MA+M are shalier. Fig. 22 shows geostatistical V sh distributions and geological facies maps for the lower subsequence interval SB-MCS of sequence AF60-TAJ40. The maps show the sediment supply routes, turbidite lobes and channels that are present at these locations. Figure 22 shows general agreement between the geological model and the geostatistically-distributed properties. The low V sh regions match areas defined by the SA and NA facies. The geostatistical maps, however, are more detailed and are extendable to larger areas. Thus we conclude that geostatistical modeling is applicable to Tajin and Agua Fria fields, and hence likely to other fields in Chicontepec basin.
Connectivity Analysis
Sand Continuity. Figs. 23 show sand volume geobodies and probability of sand occurrence for the lower sub-sequence intervals of SB-MCS of TAJ-SQ85 and TAJ-SQ40. A cdf of V sh is constructed at each geostatistical cell location ijk from 50 realizations, and used to compute probability of sand occurrence, Prob{V sh <0.4}. Probability maps of sand regions, (V sh <0.40), provide a first level indication for sand distributions. These, however, do not necessarily indicate connectivity although in general one would expect that higher sand probability would also relate to higher probability of connectivity.
Geobodies represent conglomerate of sand volumes within each sub-sequence interval, and show more clearly the nature of sand distributions in these sequences. It is seen from Figs. 23 that the sandstones of TAJ-SQ85 are more sheet-like, and the sandstones of TAJ-SQ40 are more discontinues, representative of channelized environment there, both also supported by geologic depositional settings.
Pay Sand Connectivity. We first specify petrophysical criteria for pay sand. For illustration purposes in this study, cutoffs are V sh <0.4, φ e >0.05 and S w <0.7. The cutoff for porosity also relates to a cutoff in permeability because of the underlying k-φ e relationship. Geobodies (i.e, connected sands) with the above-specified criteria are determined for each realization. Probability that cell ijk to be in a specified geobody ν is computed from 50 realizations as 50 / n p ijk ijk ν ν = where, ν ijk n is the number of times to be in geobody ν. The computed 3D probabilities are mapped as probability of connected sand body, and are considered an important parameter characterizing uncertainty. These probabilities not only are related to the continuity of sand bodies but also show the connectedness of pay sands. High probability areas of sands would relate to sweet spots, but not exactly.
An example of connected pay sand probability is shown in Fig. 24 for the middle sub-sequence interval of TAJ-SQ40. It is interesting to note that channel sand deposits follow the general topology of the formation and are oriented in the NW-SE direction. The turbidite channel sediment supply generally is laterally in SW-NE direction, but the local flow in TAJ-SQ40 is affected by the topography of this interval. The identified channel sand deposit in this interval, as seen in Fig.  24 in red color, would be an excellent location for infill drilling or placement of horizontal wells. Fig. 25 shows probability of connected pay sands for the lower sub-sequence intervals of TAJ-SQ85 and TAJ-SQ40. The figure shows that the pay sands are fairly patchy despite continuity of sheet-like sands seen for TAJ-SQ85 in Fig. 25 . So, what seems to be a continuous sand body in fact has a lot of discontinuities in pay geobodies, resulting from very irregular development of φ e . Geological studies show that the lower layers are highly diagenetized (perhaps initially fully cemented and subsequently undergone geochemical dissolution processes), leading to patchy porosity distribution.
Conclusions
1. An architectural framework for Tajin, Coapechaca and Agua Fria reservoirs was constructed from the integration of well marker data, geologic sequence stratigraphy and seismic horizons. Sub-interval surfaces of TS and MCS were also modeled to impose tighter geological controls on reservoir characterization models. 2. Good correlations between nine seismic attributes and average V sh and φ T petrophysical well data were obtained for all sequence intervals. The non-parametric ACE algorithm combined with principal component analysis generated these correlations. 3. A reliable permeability prediction model based on well logs has been developed for Tajin and Agua Fria fields. Permeability is a function of φ e , S w , V sh , sub-sequence divisions and four reservoir compartments. The model effectively captures high permeability streaks. 4. High-resolution 3D distributions of reservoir properties are constructed using various geostatistical techniques and appropriate integration of data types and data scales. The hierarchical orders of property modeling are: V sh , facies, φ e , S w , k for Tajin and φ T , φ e , S w, V sh , facies, k in Agua Fria; respectively. 5. Block cokriging generates similar V sh distributions for all subsequences in regions away from wells and at distances beyond correlation ranges of the underlying variograms. However, the trend model extrapolates information to outside the regions of well influence where seismic information is the only available data. 6. Although sands in the lower subsequences are blanket type they form discontinuous pay bodies due to diagenesis and cementation of primary porosity. The middle subsequence intervals are less sandy but they have high connectivity of pay sand bodies due to the preservation of porosity. 7. Channel type clean sands are present in upper sequences of Tajin and Agua Fria with minor alterations in porosity. The probability of sand occurrence correlates strongly with the probability of connected pay sand geobodies. 8. Comparisons of geostatistical V sh distributions with deterministic geological facies show general agreement between the two. However, the integrated geostatistical method is faster, generates detailed information and is readily applicable to other fields in Chicontepec basin.
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